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St. James Encyclopedia of Popular Culture: 2St. James Press, 2000


	Sometimes, when I’m wandering in an art museum looking at the relics of an ancient civilization, I find myself wondering how a

	future society would represent a defunct American culture. What objects would be chosen—or would survive—to be placed on

	display? Would I agree with a curator’s choices? Were I to choose...
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Breakthrough Windows Vista(TM): Find Your Favorite Features and Discover the Possibilities (Bpg)Microsoft Press, 2007
Learn how to use the Microsoft Windows Vista features that interest you most with this full-colour guide that gives you the straight scoop. Packed with information in manageable-sized projects, you can jump right in to any topic that interests you. You'll discover everything from how to set up your new operating system, to accessing the Windows...
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Creative Careers in HollywoodAllworth Press, 2002
In this candid guide, entertainment industry veteran Laurie Scheer offers a witty and informative inside look at the primary professions in the movie biz. Readers will discover real-life, yet upbeat portraits of the "shredder" jobs of the industry, such as assistant or d-girl, and how they can lead to the "keeper" jobs of actor,...
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Intelligent Projects Using Python: 9 real-world AI projects leveraging machine learning and deep learning with TensorFlow and KerasPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Implement machine learning and deep learning methodologies to build smart, cognitive AI projects using Python

	
		Key Features

		
			A go-to guide to help you master AI algorithms and concepts
	
			8 real-world projects tackling different challenges in healthcare, e-commerce, and...
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Adobe Creative Suite 3 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Integrate and manage workflow across Photoshop®, Illustrator®, InDesign®, Dreamweaver®, Acrobat®, and Flash®
Harness all the tools in the Adobe Creative Suite 3 toolbox with this in-depth guide from well-known Creative Suite experts Ted Padova and Kelly L. Murdock. This "Big Picture" book not only covers all...
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Digilogue: How to Win the Digital Minds and Analogue Hearts of Tomorrow's CustomerWrightbooks, 2013

	How to leverage the enduring human need for analogue experiences to attract and retain more customers in a digital world.

	

	Anything that can be digitised will be digitised. But can the digital-connect ever really replace the personal touch? Is word-of-mouse always more effective than word-of-mouth? And what of...
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Cut Out and Keep: Around the USA in 50 Craft ProjectsLaurence King Publishing, 2015

	Join us on a road trip with a difference. Intrepid crafters Cat Morley and Tom Waddington set off around the United States using recommendations and tips from visitors to their popular website Cut Out + Keep. Inspired by the distinctive history and culture Cat and Tom found in each state, they created a step-by-step project for every one. The...
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Flash ActionScript: Your Visual Blueprint for Creating Flash-enhanced Web SitesVisual, 2002
Your visual blueprint for creating Flash-enhanced Web sites
     Plus sample graphics, a searchable e-version of the book, and more     

Welcome to the only guidebook series that takes a visual approach to professional-level computer topics. Open the book and you’ll discover step-by-step screen shots that demonstrate over 130...
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Twilio Cookbook Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2014

	Have you ever wanted to integrate phone features into a project you were working on? Maybe you wanted to send SMS messages to your customers about the latest sales? Maybe you want to set up a company directory with voice mail? Or maybe you want to add two-factor authentication to your web sites to verify your users? Since Twilio was launched...
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Photoshop CS4 Down & Dirty TricksNew Riders Publishing, 2009
UNLOCK THE SECRETS OF THE HOTTEST TRICKS, AND MOST REQUESTED PHOTOSHOP EFFECTS IN ONE AMAZING BOOK!

Scott Kelby, co-host of Photoshop User TV and the world’s #1 bestselling Photoshop author, is back to unlock the secrets of an amazing new collection of the latest eye-popping, jaw-dropping, Photoshop special...
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Super-Resolution Imaging (Digital Imaging and Computer Vision)CRC Press, 2010

	This book functions as the definitive overview of the field of super-resolution imaging. Written by the leading researchers in the field of image and video super-resolution, it surveys the latest state-of-the-art techniques in super-resolution imaging. Each detailed chapter provides coverage of the implementations and applications of...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Google Chrome and Chrome OSAlpha, 2010

	You may know When Dinosaurs Ruled the Earth as a goofy humans-coexisting-withdinosaurs
	movie from the 1970s. However, in technology circles, “When Dinosaurs
	Ruled the Earth” refers to a grim humans-coexisting-with-mainframes story from
	the 1970s. I refer, of course, to IBM and its brontosaurus-size computers (called...
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